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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant
impact on human lives globally. As a result,
it is unsurprising that it has influenced hate
speech and other sorts of abusive language on
social media. Machine learning models have
been designed to automatically detect such
posts and messages, which necessitate a signif-
icant amount of labeled data. Despite the rele-
vance of the COVID-19 topic in the context of
abusive language, no annotated datasets with
this focus are available. To solve these short-
falls, we target to create such a dataset. Our
contributions are as follows: (1) a methodol-
ogy for collecting abusive language data from
Twitter with a substantial amount of abusive
and hateful content, and (2) a German abusive
language dataset with 4,960 annotated tweets
centered on COVID-19. Both the methodol-
ogy and the dataset are intended to aid re-
searchers in improving abusive language detec-
tion.

1 Introduction

Hate speech is a serious challenge that social me-
dia platforms are currently confronting (Duggan,
2017). However, it is not limited to the online
world. According to a study, there is a link be-
tween online hate and physical crime (Williams
et al., 2020). As a result, it is critical to combat
hate speech and other forms of abusive language on
social media platforms to improve the conversation
atmosphere and prevent spillover.

Owed to the large amounts of content created
by billions of users, it is inefficient to detect this
phenomenon manually. Therefore, its automatic
detection is an essential part of the fight against
this. Machine learning is a promising technology
that aids in the training of classification models for
detecting hate speech.

∗These authors contributed equally to this work.

The success of a classification model depends
largely on its training data. It requires data to learn
patterns that can be used for solving the task. Large
amounts of labeled data are required in the con-
text of hate speech because hate speech is mul-
tifaceted and diversified (e.g., misogyny, racism,
anti-Semitism) (Rieger et al., 2021). As a result,
researchers have published many abusive language
datasets in recent years (Vidgen and Derczynski,
2020; Wich et al., 2021b; Schmidt and Wiegand,
2017). The majority of the datasets are in English,
and only a small portion is in German. Another
shortcoming of the existing datasets is that, with
some exceptions, they do not cover COVID-19-
related hate (Vidgen et al., 2020; Alshalan et al.,
2020; Ziems et al., 2020). COVID-19, however, has
become a popular topic in the hate and extremist
communities (Guhl and Gerster, 2020; Velásquez
et al., 2020), making it a suitable topic in the hate
speech and abusive language detection community
as well. Our research goal is to develop a Ger-
man abusive language dataset with an emphasis on
COVID-19 to solve both shortcomings.

Contribution:

• With a topical focus, we present a method-
ology for collecting abusive language from
Twitter.

• We report a 4,960-tweet German abusive lan-
guage dataset with an emphasis on COVID-19.
The labeling schema comprises two classes:
ABUSIVE (22%) and NEUTRAL (78%).

2 Related Work

German abusive language datasets can be found
in the literature. Ross et al. (2016) published
a 469 tweets dataset on anti-refugee sentiment.
Bretschneider and Peters (2017) published a dataset
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Figure 1: Dataset creation process adapted from Räther (2021)

of 5,836 Facebook posts on anti-foreigner preju-
dices. Two abusive language datasets have been re-
ported as part of GermEval, a series of shared tasks
focusing on the German language (Wiegand et al.,
2018; Struß et al., 2019). The dataset from 2018
contains 8,541 tweets and the one from 2019 7,025.
Both utilized the same labeling schema. Based on
the interpretation of the data collection, the tweets
do not seem to have a topical focus (Wiegand et al.,
2018; Struß et al., 2019). Two additional German
datasets were reported as part of the multilingual
shared task series "Hate Speech and Offensive Con-
tent Identification in Indo-European Languages"
(HASOC) (Mandl et al., 2019, 2020, p. 14). The
German dataset from the shared task contained
4,669 posts from Twitter and Facebook in 2019
(Mandl et al., 2019); 3,425 posts from YouTube and
Twitter in 2020 (Mandl et al., 2020). The only Ger-
man dataset that comprises posts from the COVID-
19 period is from Wich et al. (2021a). However, the
authors did not concentrate on COVID-19 content.

Several researchers have published abusive lan-
guage datasets that directly tackle the COVID-19
topics, nevertheless, they are small in number. Vid-
gen et al. (2020) published an English Twitter
dataset about East Asian prejudice from 20,000
posts collected during the pandemic. Ziems et al.
(2020) collected tweets related to anti-Asian hate
speech and counter hate. They annotated 2,400
tweets and utilized these tweets to train a classifier
and detected "891,204 hate and 200,198 counter
hate tweets" (Ziems et al., 2020, p.2). However, to
the best of our knowledge, no one has reported a
German abusive language or hate speech dataset
with attention on COVID-19.

3 Methodology

The dataset creation process comprised three parts.
The first one dealt with the data gathering and se-
lection approach we employed to retrieve data from
Twitter with a high portion of abusive content. Con-

sequently, the selected data is annotated by three an-
notators. Finally, we assessed the newly developed
dataset based on dataset metrics and compared it
with other German abusive language datasets.

3.1 Collecting Data

Figure 1 demonstrates the data collection process
that we report in the following. The tweets to be
annotated are sampled from the annotation pool
equally fed by three other pools—replies pool, com-
munity pool, and topic pool. Ensuring a topical
concentration on COVID-19 and a high portion of
hateful content is the reason for this approach.

The starting point of the data collection for all
pools was a set of three seed accounts. These ac-
counts originate from a study conducted by Richter
et al. (2020), in which the authors have described
influential Twitter accounts sharing misinformation
about COVID-19. The accounts were selected by
the authors based on the following criteria (Richter
et al., 2020): (1) At least 20,000 accounts follow
the account. (2) The account has shared or reported
misinformation about COVID-19. (3) The account
was active as of May 20, 2020. These accounts
were chosen as seeds because hateful content often
coincides with misinformation (Guhl and Gerster,
2020).

From these accounts, we retrieved the tweets that
they published between 01.01.2020 and 20.02.2021
through the Twitter API. Subsequently, we filtered
out the tweets that are related to COVID-19. We
used a list of 65 keywords for this purpose (see
Table 1). It comprised stemmed terms from a glos-
sary about the current pandemic1 and some addi-
tions. Next, we retrieved the replies to these tweets
through the Twitter API—a reply is a tweet that
refers to another tweet. These replies were stored
in the replies pool. To ensure the quantity and qual-
ity of hateful content, two annotators analyzed a
sample of 100 tweets.

1 www.dwds.de/themenglossar/Corona

https://www.dwds.de/themenglossar/Corona


The community pool comprised COVID-19-
related tweets from the accounts that replied to
the seed accounts’ tweets. We utilized a similar ap-
proach as in the previous phases. We retrieved the
tweets from the accounts, limiting the maximum
number of tweets per account to 500 and consid-
ering only tweets posted beyond 01.01.2020. The
retrieved tweets were then filtered based on the
65 COVID-19-keywords. A sample of 100 tweets
undergoes the same quality inspection as in the
previous phase.

The third and last pool was the topic pool, whose
purpose was to increase the prevalence of hateful
content and topical diversity. It consists of tweets
related to topics that coincide in the context of
COVID-19 and hate speech (sCAN, 2020). Table
2 illustrates the topics provided by sCAN (2020)
and the associated keywords that we employed for
filtering the tweets. To balance the different top-
ics, we limited the number of filtered tweets per
keyword to 1,000.

After filling the data pools, we applied two pre-
processing phases to the data. First, all tweets
holding less than two textual tokens were removed.
Second, close and exact duplicates were removed
by using locality-sensitive hashing with Jaccard
similarity (Leskovec et al., 2020). Third, account
names appearing in the tweets are masked to reduce
annotator bias created by account names recogni-
tion. The annotation pool was then created by
sampling the pools equally.

3.2 Annotating Data
The annotation schema for the sampled tweets com-
prised two classes:

• ABUSIVE: The tweet comprised "any form of
insult, harassment, hate, degradation, identity
attack, and the threat of violence targeting an
individual or a group" (Räther, 2021, p. 36).

• NEUTRAL: The tweet did "not fall into the
ABUSIVE class" (Räther, 2021, p. 36).

The data is annotated by three non-experts (two
female, one male; all between 20 and 30 years old).

To prepare them for the annotation process, they
received training that contained a presentation of
the annotation guidelines and a discussion among
all annotators to define the task. Since the anno-
tators are non-experts, we permitted them to skip
tweets if they are indifferent (e.g., due to unclear
cases or missing context information). This is to
prevent the impairment of the quality of labels. The
label indifference was handled as a missing label in
the further course. Owing to limited resources, 275
tweets were annotated by two or three annotators to
assess the inter-rater reliability with Krippendorff’s
alpha (Krippendorff, 2004). All other tweets re-
ceived only one annotation from any of the anno-
tators. We employed doccano as an annotation
tool (Nakayama et al., 2018).

3.3 Evaluating Dataset

We compared our dataset with the GermEval and
HASOC datasets by investigating the cross-dataset
classification performance. For this purpose, we
trained each dataset on a binary classification
model for abusive language and assessed the mod-
els on all test sets. This is possible because the
binary labels of all datasets are compatible. The ob-
jective of this assessment is to investigate how well
our dataset generalizes and how well classifiers
that were trained on a dataset without any COVID-
19 content performed on our dataset. The classi-
fication model employed the German pre-trained
BERT base model deepset/gbert-base as
a basis (Chan et al., 2020). Before training the
model, we removed all user names and URLs. The
models were trained for 6 epochs with a learning
rate of 5× 10−5. Evaluation was conducted after
each epoch and the model with the highest macro
F1 was selected. The validation set is 15% of the
training set.

4 Results

At the end of the data collection process, we ob-
tained 768,419 unique tweets from 7,629 users in
our overlapping pools. The final dataset sampled
from these pools without duplication, and anno-

Table 1: COVID-19-related keywords for filtering (table from Räther (2021, p. 84))

covid, corona, wuhan, biontech, pfizer, moderna, astra, zeneca, sputnik, abstandsregel, aluhut, antikörpertest, ansteck, asymptomatisch, ausgangssperre,
ausgehverbot, ausreisesperre, balkonien, beatmungsgerät, besuchsverbot, desinf, durchseuchung, einreisesperre, einreiseverbot, epidemi, existenzangst, fallzahl,
gesichtsvisier, gesundheitsamt, grundrechte, hygienedemo, hygienemaßnahme, immun, impf, infekt, influenza, inkubationszeit, intensivbett, inzidenz,
kontaktbeschränkung, kontaktverbot, lockdown, lockerungen, mundschutz, mutation, maske pandemie, pcr, pharmaunternehmen, präventionsmaßnahme,
plandemie, querdenk, quarantäne, reproduktionszahl, risikogruppe, sars-cov, shutdown, sicherheitsabstand, superspreader, systemrelevant, tracing-app,
tröpfcheninfektion, übersterblichkeit, vakzin, virolog, virus



Table 2: Hate- and COVID-19-related topics and key-
words (column Topic taken over word for word from
sCAN (2020); entire table from Räther (2021, p. 84))

Topic (sCAN, 2020) Keywords

"Anti-Asian racsim" asiat, chines, ccp,
wuhan, chinavirus

"Misinformation and
geopolitical strategy"

amerika, militär,
biowaffe

"Resurgence of old
antisemitic stereotypes"

jude, jüdisch, pest,
schwarze tod

"New world order, «anti-elites»
speech and traditional
conspiracy theories"

elite, #nwo,
weltordnung,
deepstate, plandemie

"Fear of the «internal enemy»,
exclusion of the foreigner
and scapegoating mechanisms"

greatreset, muslim,
illegal, migrant

tations by our three annotators comprised 4,960
tweets. 22% of the tweets were labeled as ABU-
SIVE by our annotators, whereas 78% were labeled
as NEUTRAL. The annotated tweets were created
by 2,662 accounts—on average 1.86 tweets per ac-
count (min: 1; max: 41). All tweets were posted
between January 2020 and February 2021.

Krippendorff’s alpha of the three annotators is
91.5%, which is a good score for inter-rater relia-
bility. Only 275 tweets were annotated by two or
three annotators owing to limited resources.

Table 3 demonstrates the classification metrics of
the classifier trained and assessed on our COVID-
19 dataset. The train set contained 3,485 tweets,
the validation set 735, and the test set 740. We
ensured that an author appeared only in one of the
three sets. Without any architecture optimization
or hyperparameter search, we obtained a macro
F1 score of 82.9%. Considering the metrics for
the ABUSIVE class, we can see that there is still
room for improvement. However, this study does
not aim to develop the latest state-of-the-art model.
This classifier is intended to serve as a baseline for
future studies utilizing our new COVID-19 dataset.

To compare our dataset with another German
abusive language dataset, we investigated the cross-
dataset classification performance. As indicated
in Table 4, the rows correspond to the classifiers,
whereas the columns to the test sets. We observed
that the model trained on the COVID-19 dataset
demonstrated similar performance as the ones from
the GermEval datasets. Its macro F1 score is in
the same range as the ones from GermEval and
it performed similarly on the other test sets. The

Table 3: Classification metrics of COVID-19 classifier
on its test set in percent

Class Precision Recall F1

NEUTRAL 92.4 93.7 93.1
ABUSIVE 74.7 70.8 72.7
Macro avg. 83.5 82.2 82.9

Table 4: Cross-dataset classification performance
(macro F1 in percent) – CD = COVID, GE = GermEval,
HC = HASOC

CD-19 GE 18 GE 19 HC 19 HC 20

CD-19 82.9 72.8 76.7 67.8 68.0
GE 18 73.4 76.9 74.6 65.4 65.4
GE 19 73.3 75.2 75.3 62.5 73.0
HC 19 60.8 63.4 63.9 66.4 64.6
HC 20 54.0 59.9 53.1 48.6 80.5

classifiers from the HASOC datasets step out of
line. The HASOC 2020 classifier seemed to con-
centrate on a different type of abusive language.
It performed quite well on its dataset but scored
lower on all other test sets. Even if the GermEval
classifiers scored higher results on the COVID-19
test set, they did not achieve the same F1 score as
the COVID-19 classifier. This indicates that abu-
sive language in the domain of COVID-19 varies
from what it was before the pandemic.

5 Conclusion

We created a German abusive language dataset that
focuses on COVID-19. It contains 4,960 annotated
tweets from 2,662 accounts. 22% of the tweets are
labeled as ABUSIVE, 78% as NEUTRAL. Due to
limited resources, not all documents were anno-
tated by two or more annotators. We prioritized
holding a variety of tweets equivalent to the size
of related German datasets. Furthermore, the high
inter-rater reliability for the overlapping annota-
tions indicates that the annotation behavior of the
three annotators was well aligned. Also, the gen-
eralizability of the dataset demonstrates that our
COVID-19 dataset has an equivalent cross-dataset
classification performance.

Our second contribution is a dataset creation
methodology for abusive language. We indicated
that it aids in the creation of a dataset with a signif-
icant portion of abusive language.

We consider both our dataset and the dataset
creation methodology noteworthy contributions to
the hate speech detection community.



Resources

Code and data are available under github.com/

mawic/german-abusive-language-covid-19 .
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